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MANUAL & TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RT-001 RACINGTIME.SE CHRONOGRAPH – CHAMPION
FUNCTIONS OF THE MOVEMENT

THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING A WATCH FROM RACINGTIME SWEDEN
You have acquired a watch from RACINGTIME which we hope shall give you great pleasure.
This watch is an original creation made and tested to meet the standards of the RACINGTIME
quality. We guarantee that this watch has been manufactured with greatest care.

WATER RESISTANCE
If your watch is water resistant, it will clearly state ‘Water Resistant’ or have a static water
pressure indication (e.g. 3/5/1oat) on the dial and/or case back. If it is NOT marked as water
resistant, it should NOT be allowed to come into contact with water or be worn in a
condition that could expose it to moisture (e.g. washing, heavy rain etc.) Please note that
certain chemicals in water such as shower/bath products, chlorine and sea salt may damage
the watch seals. To maintain its water resistance, we recommend that your watch is serviced
and re-sealed at least every 2 months by any recognized watch retailer or jeweler.

Leather watch straps are NOT water resistant unless stated ‘water resistant leather’. Watch
straps can be replaced with most suitable straps of the same size by any recognized watch
retailer or jeweler.

Water Resistant or Resistant To 5atm
Suitable for normal everyday use and will resist exposure to splashes and rain; it is NOT
designed to be used while bathing or swimming. Water Resistant TO 10atm as 5atm plus
poolside diving and snorkeling, but not high board diving.

ADJUST YOUR WATCH
1. Pull the crown out until you hear a click.
2. Turn the crown to set the time as desired.
3. Push in the crown completely and you are done!

IMPORTANT: Crown/winder/button must NOT be operated while in contact with water.

WARRANTY DETAILS
RACINGTIME SWEDEN is guaranteed to cover manufacturing defects for 24 months from the
date of purchase.

Covered by Warranty:
Movement/mechanism (*not water damage see below).

Not Covered by Warranty:
Battery, Glass, Case, Strap, Clasp, Crown/Winder/Button. Accidental damage through misuse
or inexpert repair. *Water penetration through misuse.

The battery in your RACINGTIME.SE Watch is of normal size and could be replaced by any
recognized watch retailer or jewelers.
THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT AFFECT YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS.

SPECIFICATIONS
Watch Case Material: Stainless Steel
Movement: Japanese Quartz SEIKO Movement VD53
Battery: Japan SONY Battery
Glass: Sapphire Glass
Water Resistant: 5ATM/ 50 Meters
Warranty: 2 Year Guarantee
Certifications: CE, ROHS, FCC
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